Abstract. In this paper a classification is given for finite soluble groups in which the normalizer of every non-normal cyclic subgroup is a maximal subgroup.
Introduction
All groups considered in this paper are finite.
It is well known that the normality of subgroups plays an important part in research in group theory. So it is reasonable to investigate the structure of a group by using normalizers of certain types of subgroups. For example, Bianchi, Gillio Berta Mauri and Hauck in [2] proved that a group is nilpotent if and only if the normalizer of every Sylow subgroup is nilpotent. Ballester-Bolinches and Shemetkov in [1] gave a beautiful criterion for nilpotent groups: a group is nilpotent if and only if the normalizer of every Sylow p-subgroup is p-nilpotent for every prime p. Zhang in [11] investigated the structure of groups using Sylow numbers (that is, the index of the normalizer of a Sylow subgroup). On the other hand, there is considerable research in the literature concerning the relationship between the structure of p-groups and the normalizers of certain kinds of subgroups (see [6, 8, 9] ). For example, Parmeggiani investigates the p-groups with many subgroups that are 2-subnormal [9] . Ormerod investigates the p-groups in which every cyclic subgroup is 2-subnormal [8] .
Inspired by the above research, we are interested in the class of groups in which the normalizer of every non-normal cyclic subgroup is a maximal subgroup. We note that Mann in [7] investigated non-soluble groups in which the normalizer of every non-normal subgroup is maximal and he also gave a classification for this kind of group. Although the class of groups in which the normalizer of every non-normal cyclic subgroup is maximal is different from the class of groups in which the normalizer of every non-normal subgroup is maximal (see the following Lemma 2.3. Let q be a prime dividing the order of a group G. If G is an NCMgroup and A is a non-normal cyclic q-subgroup of G, then there exists a normal Hall q 0 -subgroup T in C G .A/ and every subgroup of T is normal in N G .A/. Particularly, if q is the smallest prime dividing the order of G, then N G .A/ D T Ì Q with T an abelian q 0 -subgroup and Q a Sylow q-subgroup of N G .A/.
Proof. If C G .A/ is a q-subgroup, then the lemma is true. Assume that C G .A/ is not a q-subgroup and that B is a cyclic p-subgroup of C G .A/ with p ¤ q a prime. Since A is a characteristic subgroup of AB, we see AB µ G and A E N G .AB/. In particular, if q is the smallest prime dividing the order of G, then the Hall
Lemma 2.4. Let N be a normal subgroup of a group G. If G is an NCM-group, then G=N is also an NCM-group.
Proof. Let hxiN=N µ G=N . Then hxi µ G, therefore the normalizer N G .hxi/ is a maximal subgroup in G. It follows from N G .hxi/N=N 6 N G=N .hxiN=N / that N G=N .hxiN=N / is a maximal subgroup in G=N .
Lemma 2.5 ([3, Theorem A.15.2]). Let G be a primitive group with stabilizer M . Then exactly one of the following three statements holds:
(1) G has a unique minimal normal subgroup N , this subgroup N is self-centralizing (in particular, abelian), and N is complemented by M in G.
(2) G has a unique minimal normal subgroup N , this N is non-abelian, and N is supplemented by M in G.
(3) G has exactly two minimal normal subgroups N and N , and each of them is complemented by M in G. Also one has
Recall that an automorphism of a group is called a power automorphism if it leaves every subgroup invariant. If A is a p-group, then there is a positive integer l such that a˛D a l for all a 2 A. If˛is nontrivial and has order prime to p, then˛is fixed-point-free.
Lemma 2.7 ([5, Theorem 3.8.2]). Let G be a p-group. If G has a unique cyclic subgroup of order p, then (1) G is a cyclic group for p > 2.
(2) G is either a cyclic group or a generalized quaternion group for p D 2.
Lemma 2.8 ([5, Theorem 6.14.4]). Let G be a soluble group with all Sylow subgroups abelian, and let D be a system normalizer of G. Then D is the complement of G 0 in G.
Main results
In this section the main results in this paper are given.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a soluble NCM-group. If there exists no non-trivial cyclic normal subgroup in G, then there is a maximal subgroup M in G such that core G .M / D 1, and therefore G has a unique minimal normal subgroup.
Proof. Suppose that there exists no non-trivial cyclic normal subgroup in G and core G .M / ¤ 1 for every maximal subgroup M in G. Then G is a non-nilpotent group. Let q be a minimal prime dividing the order of G and let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of G. Then:
(
Thus there is a minimal normal subgroup N of G such that N 6 N G .hyi/ and N is an elementary abelian q-group. Let hxi 6 N \ Z.Q/ be a cyclic subgroup of order q. Then, by Lemma 2.3 
In fact, by (1), there is a minimal normal subgroup K in G such that K is an elementary abelian p-group with p ¤ q. If there exists an element x 2 Q such that
On the other hand, it follows from core G .N G .hxi// ¤ 1 and (2) that there exists a minimal normal subgroup N of G such that N 6 Q. Noting that G is a q-nilpotent group, we see jG W C G .N /j D q i by Frobenius's criterion for q-nilpotent. So, for any element y 2 N \ Z.Q/, we have hyi E G, a contradiction.
in G, and therefore the conclusion is true. Thus we only need to consider T x ¤ 1. It is clear that we may assume that Q x 6 Q and jG W N G .hxi/j D p is a prime. Let P x be a Sylow p-subgroup of N G .hxi/ and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G with P x 6 P . If p 2 .T x /, then P x E G by Lemma 2.3. Thus there exists an element h such that 1 ¤ h 2 Z.P / \ P x . By Lemma 2.3, we have that hhi E G, a contradiction. If p D q, then we may assume P D Q. Take a 2 Z.Q/. Then
The normality of N G .hai/ implies T a E G and therefore we obtain T a 6 T x . Since jG W N G .hai/j D r is a prime and r ¤ q, we see .r; jT a j/ D 1 by the above proof, and therefore .jT x W T a j; jT a j/ D 1. Noting that both T x and T a are normal in G and T x is abelian, we see that the complement of T a in T x is a cyclic normal subgroup of G, another contradiction. Hence .jG W N G .hxi/j; jN G .hxi/j/ D 1, which also proves that Q is a Dedekind group.
(5) There exists a maximal subgroup M in G such that core
In fact, by (3) we can let jG W N G .hxi/j D p for 1 ¤ x 2 Q and let H be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. By (4) , N G .hxi/ is a Hall p 0 -subgroup of G with p ¤ q and H is a cyclic group of order p. Also by (3), we have
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that every cyclic q 0 -subgroup of
there is a unique minimal normal subgroup in G. The proof is now complete.
Lemma 3.2. Let q be the smallest prime dividing the order of a group G. If G is a soluble NCM-group, then G is either q-closed or q-nilpotent.
Proof. Suppose that the result is not true and let G be a counterexample of minimal order. Let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of G. Then:
(1) There is no non-trivial cyclic normal q-subgroup in G.
If there is an element x 2 G of order q such that hxi E G, then
By Lemma 2.4, G=K is an NCM-group. The minimality of G implies that G=K is q-closed or q-nilpotent. It follows that G is q-closed or q-nilpotent, a contradiction.
(2) There is no non-trivial cyclic normal q 0 -subgroup in G.
In fact, suppose that there is a non-trivial cyclic normal q 0 -subgroup in G and that N is the product of all cyclic normal q 0 -subgroups in G. By Lemma 2.4, G=N is an NCM-group, and therefore G=N is q-closed or q-nilpotent. If G=N is q-nilpotent, then G is also q-nilpotent, a contradiction. So we may assume that G=N is q-closed and that QN is normal in G.
By Lemma 2.3,
By (1) and (2), we see that there is no non-trivial cyclic normal subgroup in G. Lemma 3.1 implies that there must be a maximal subgroup M of G such that core G .M / D 1 and G has a unique minimal normal subgroup
Let K be an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p. Then M must be a p 0 -group. Otherwise, there exists an element y 2 M such that hyi is a p-group.
These contradictions show that the result is true. Theorem 3.3. Let G be a nilpotent group. Then G is an NCM-group if and only if all Sylow subgroups in G are NCM-groups and there is at most one Sylow subgroup in G is not a Dedekind group.
Proof. It is easy to see that we only need to prove necessity. Let
with P i a Sylow p i -subgroup. If there exist elements x i 2 P i and x j 2 P j such that hx i i µ P i and hx j i µ P j , then it follows from
and therefore P i P j 6 N G .hx i i/, in contradiction to hx i i µ P i and hx j i µ P j . Now suppose P 2 Syl p .G/ and P is not a Dedekind group. If hxi µ P , then the maximality of N G .hxi/ implies that N G .hxi/ E G and jG W N G .hxi/j D p.
Hence jP W N P .hxi/j D p and P is an NCM-group.
Lemma 3.4. Let q be the smallest prime dividing the order of a group G and let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup in G. If G is a soluble non-nilpotent NCM-group and G has a normal q-complement T , then:
(2) There is a prime p such that jG W N G .hyi/j is a power of p for every y 2 Q with hyi E Q but hyi µ G.
(5) P is an abelian group and C P .Q/ is in the center of G.
(6) If there is an element t 2 T with hti E T but hti µ G, then OEP; Q is a minimal normal subgroup in G.
Proof.
(1) It is easy to find that N G .hxi/=C G .x/ is a q-group for every x 2 Q by the minimality of q. It follows that (1) is true.
(2) Suppose the result is not true. Then there are two elements y i 2 Q with
with primes p 1 and p 2 and p 1 ¤ p 2 . Let P 1 be a Sylow p 1 -subgroup of T such that P 1 6 N T .hy 2 i/ and let P 2 be a Sylow p 2 -subgroup of T such that P 2 6 N T .hy 1 i/. Then we get OEy 1 y 2 ; P 1 ¤ 1 and OEy 1 y 2 ; P 2 ¤ 1. If T is a nilpotent group, then p 1 p 2 divides jG W N G .hy 1 y 2 i/j, in contradiction to the fact that N G .hy 1 y 2 i/ is a maximal subgroup. So T is a non-nilpotent group. By Lemma 2.3,
If P 1 and P 2 are normal in T , then, since the Hall ¹p 1 ; p 2 º 0 -subgroup in T is contained in the center of T , it is clear that T is nilpotent. Similarly, T is also nilpotent if T is p 1 -nilpotent and p 2 -nilpotent. So we may assume that P 1 is normal in T and that T is p 2 -nilpotent. In this case we may assume T D H .P 1 Ì P 2 / with H an abelian Hall ¹p 1 ; p 2 º 0 -subgroup of T . Noting that every element of Q induces a power automorphism on P 1 and P 2 by Lemma 2.3, we see that y 1 induces a non-trivial p 1 0 -automorphism on P 1 since P 1 -C T .y 1 /. By Lemma 2.6, y 1 can induce a fixed-point-free automorphism on P 1 . Thus C P 1 .y 1 / D 1, and therefore C T .y 1 / is a Hall p 1 0 -subgroup of T . Suppose that there exists an element g 2 P 1 such that OEy 1 y 2 ; P 2 g D 1. By the above arguments, y 1 induces a fixed-point-free automorphism on hgi. So we may assume g y 1 D g j with .j; jhgij/ D 1 and j 6 Á 1 .mod jhgij/. On the other hand, since P 2 µ T , there exists hd i 6 P 2 such that hd i µ T . Similarly, y 2 induces a power automorphism on hd i by conjugation. We may assume d y 2 D d k with .k; jhd ij/ D 1. Since N G .hy 1 i g / is maximal and hd i g µ T , we see
a contradiction. Hence OEy 1 y 2 ; P 2 g ¤ 1 for any g 2 G, in contradiction to that N G .hy 1 y 2 i/ is a maximal subgroup. So (2) is true. 
(i) T is a non-nilpotent group. In fact, if T is a nilpotent group, then it follows from C T .y 1 / ¤ C T .y 2 / and (2) that C P .y 1 / ¤ C P .y 2 / if P is a Sylow p-subgroup of T . Noting that y 1 induces a p 0 -power automorphism on C P .y 2 / by Lemma 2.3 and y 1 induces an identity automorphism on C P .y 1 /, we see C P .y 2 / 6 C P .y 1 / by Lemma 2.6 if
Therefore C P .y 1 / D C P .y 2 /, a contradiction. So C P .y 1 / \ C P .y 2 / D 1 and P is an elementary abelian group, and furthermore T is an abelian group. By Lemma 2.3 again, Q normalizes every subgroup of C P .y 1 / and C P .y 2 /. Thus every subgroup of C P .y 1 / and C P .y 2 / is normal in G. The maximality of N G .hy 1 i/ and N G .hy 2 i/ imply that C P .y 1 / ¤ 1 and C P .y 2 / ¤ 1, and therefore we conclude that P D C P .y 1 / C P .y 2 / is an elementary abelian group of order p 2 . Let (ii) One has P E T . Assume C T .y 1 / D M P 1 P l P , where M is the product of all normal Sylow subgroups of T which are contained in C T .y 1 /, P k is a Sylow p k -subgroup of T for k D 1; 2; : : : ; l and P is a Sylow p-subgroup of C T .y 1 /. The maximality of N G .hy 1 i/ implies that G D hC T .y 1 /; C T .y 2 /; Qi D hC T .y 1 /; C T .y 2 /iQ:
Since C T .y 1 / and C T .y 2 / are abelian groups, we see M 6 Z.T /. Then it follows from (i) that M is not a Hall p 0 -subgroup of T , and therefore l > 1. If there exists an element t 2 N T .P k /nC T .P k /, then, since C T .y 1 / 6 C T .P k /, we see t … N G .hy 1 i/. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that N G .hy 1 i/ < N G .P k /, and therefore P k E G, a contradiction. Hence N T .P k / D C T .P k / for k D 1; 2; : : : ; l, and therefore T has normal p k -complement T 0 p k . It is clear that the intersection of all T 0 p k for k D 1; 2; : : : ; l is equal to M P , which yields that P is normal in T .
(iii) C T .y 1 / and C T .y 2 / are Carter subgroups of T . If there exists an element t 2 T nC T .y 1 / such that t normalizes C T .y 1 /, then the maximality of N G .hy 1 i/ implies that C T .y 1 / is normal in G and therefore T is nilpotent by (ii), a contradiction. Thus C T .y i / is self-normalizing in T , and furthermore C T .y i / for i D 1; 2 are Carter subgroups of T .
(iv) Final contradiction. By (iii) there exists an element g 2 P such that
If Q g 6 N G .hy 1 i/, then there exists an element t 2 C T .y 1 / such that Q g D Q t by Sylow's theorem. Thus gt 1 2 N T .Q/ and so gt 1 2 C T .Q/ 6 C T .y 1 / by Frobenius's criterion for q-nilpotency. Hence g 2 C T .y 1 /, a contradiction. So we may assume Q g -N G .hy 1 i/. Since both Q g and N G .hy 1 i/ normalize C T .y 1 /, we see that C T .y 1 / is normal in G by the maximality of N G .hy 1 i/, in contradiction to (iii). So (3) is true. (4) It is clear that the result is true if T is a nilpotent group. Now we may assume that T is a non-nilpotent group and that C T .Q/ D C P .Q/ P 1 P 2 P s with P r a Sylow p r -subgroup of T for r D 1; 2; : : : ; s.
The maximality of
Q/ for r D 1; 2; : : : ; s. If there is a Sylow p r -subgroup P r such that P r E G and C G .P r / D Q C T .Q/, then, since C G .P r / is normal in G, Q E G, a contradiction. Thus P r 6 Z.G/ if P r E G. If P r µ G, then N G .P r / D C G .P r / and therefore G is p r -nilpotent. Let M be the intersection of all normal p r -complements of non-normal Sylow p r -subgroups P r for r 2 ¹1; 2; : : : ; sº. Then M \ T D N P with N 6 Z.G/, and therefore P E G. So (4) is true.
(5) By (1)- (3), G D hQ; C T .Q/; P i. Lemma 2.3 implies that C T .Q/ is an abelian group. Now we claim C P .Q/ 6 Z.G/. In fact, ifˆ.P / D 1, then we have C P .Q/ 6 Z.G/. Ifˆ.P / ¤ 1, then, by (4),ˆ.P / 6ˆ.G/ 6 Q C T .Q/ and thereforeˆ.P / 6 C P .Q/. It follows from
then it is easy to see Q E G, a contradiction. Thus we still have C P .Q/ 6 Z.G/.
If P is a non-abelian group, then, since p > 2, there exists a cyclic subgroup hzi of P such that hzi µ P . Thus jG W N G .hzi/j is a power of p and N G .hzi/ contains a Hall p 0 -subgroup of G. It follows from C P .Q/ 6 Z.G/ that there is an element (5) is true.
(6) It is clear that we may assume that t is an r-element with r a prime such that hti E T but ht i µ G. In this case ht i -C T .Q/. By (2) and (3), jT W C T .Q/j is a power of p and OEP; Q ¤ 1. Since P is a normal abelian Sylow p-subgroup, It is clear that C T .Q/ normalizes OEP; Q and therefore OEP; Q is a normal subgroup in G. The maximality of Q C T .Q/ implies that OEP; Q is a minimal normal subgroup in G. The proof is now complete. Theorem 3.5. Let q be the smallest prime dividing the order of a group G, and let Q and T be a Sylow q-subgroup and a Hall q 0 -subgroup in G respectively. Then G is a soluble non-nilpotent NCM-group if and only if G is one of the following type groups:
(I) G D Q T with Q a Dedekind group and T a soluble non-nilpotent NCM-group.
(II) G D H .Q Ì P / with H an abelian Hall ¹p; qº 0 -subgroup, Q a Dedekind group and P a Sylow p-subgroup. Furthermore, C P .Q/ is an abelian maximal subgroup in P and HP C Q .P / is maximal in G. If P is a nonabelian group, then there is an element c 2 P such that P D C P .Q/hci with P 0 Ä haci for any a 2 C P .Q/.
(III) G D H .K Ì Q/ with H an abelian Hall ¹p; qº 0 -group and K a minimal normal subgroup of order p m in G, and there is a maximal subgroup Q 1 of Q and an element b 2 QnQ 1 such that Q D Q 1 hbi with habi E Q but habi µ G for any a 2 Q 1 . Furthermore, every element of Q 1 induces a power automorphism on K and N G .hxi/ D N G .hzi/ for any z 2 K ¹1º and for any x 2 Q with hxi µ Q.
(IV) G D H S .K ÌQ/ with H an abelian Hall ¹p; qº 0 -group, S an abelian p-group, K a minimal normal subgroup of order p m in G, C Q .T / a Dedekind group and C Q .T / maximal in Q. Furthermore, there exists an element
with H an abelian Hall ¹p; qº 0 -subgroup, P a cyclic Sylow subgroup of order p and Q an NCM-group. Furthermore, C Q .P / is normal in G and there exists an element c 2 QnC Q .P / with the property that Q D C Q .P /hci and hyi E Q but hyi µ G for any y 2 QnC Q .P /. Proof. We first assume that G is a soluble non-nilpotent NCM-group. In case that T 6 C G .Q/, then G D Q T with T a soluble non-nilpotent group. By Lemma 2.4, T is also an NCM-group. If there exists a subgroup hxi in Q such that hxi µ Q, then the maximality of N G .hxi/ and Lemma 2.3 imply that T is an abelian group, and therefore G is a nilpotent group, a contradiction. Thus Q is a Dedekind group, and so G is the type (I). Now we assume T -C G .Q/. By Lemma 3.2, we may consider the following two cases.
Case 1: Q E G . If every cyclic subgroup hxi in Q is normal in G, then the minimality of q implies that T 6 C G .Q/. Thus there exists a subgroup hyi in Q such that hyi µ G. If Q is a Dedekind group, then, by Lemma 2.3, Noting that P 0 D OEC P .Q/; hci 6 C P .Q/\hci 6 Z.P /, we see that there is an element g 2 C P .Q/ such that P 0 D hOEg; ci. Now for any a 2 C P .Q/, we see haci is normal in P by the above proof. Thus OEg; c D OEg; ac 2 P 0 \haci and the group is the type (II). Now we assume that Q is not a Dedekind group and that Q -N G .hyi/. The maximality of N G .hyi/ implies that N G .hyi/ contains a Hall q 0 -subgroup K in G. in contradiction to c t l … C Q .T /hc; c t ; : : : ; c t l 1 i. Noting that the order of every element in QnC Q .T / is at least q 2 , we see that every element of order q in R is contained in C Q .T / \ R and therefore there is a unique subgroup of order q in R. By Lemma 2.7, R is either a cyclic group or a generalized quaternion group. If R is a cyclic group, then T is normal in G by using the above proof, a contradiction. If R is a generalized quaternion group, then jZ.R/j D 2. Since OEc t m ; c t n 6 hc 2 i 6 Z.R/ for any 0 6 m; n 6 l, we see that R 0 6 hc 2 i 6 Z.R/ and therefore jR 0 j D 2. So R is a quaternion group of order 8. Noting that C Q .T / is a Dedekind 2-group, we may assume that C Q .T / D Q 8 L with Q 8 a quaternion group and L an elementary abelian 2-group. If there exists a cyclic subgroup hd i in C Q .T / of order 4 such that hd i µ Q, then dc 2 QnC Q .T / and so hdci E Q. Since
and therefore hd i E Q, a contradiction. Hence there is a cyclic subgroup hui in C Q .T / of order 2 such that hui µ Q. Since uc 2 QnC Q .T /, we see that the order of uc is at least 4 by the above proof. On the other hand, uc ¤ cu implies that u 1 cu D c 1 and therefore uc is an element of order 2, a contradiction. These contradictions tell us that Q must be a Dedekind group.
Case 2: G is a q-nilpotent group. By Lemma 3.4 (1)-(3), there is a prime p such that jT W C T .Q/j is a power of p and Q C T .Q/ is maximal in G. Lemma 2.3 implies that C T .Q/ is an abelian group. In order to complete the proof, we consider the following two subcases:
(a) T is a nilpotent group. In this case, it is clear that C T .Q/ contains a Hall p 0 -subgroup H of T . The commutativity of C T .Q/ implies H 6 Z.G/. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then C T .Q/ 6 Z.G/ by Lemma 3.4 (5).
By Lemma 3.4 (5) again, we have that every subgroup of P is normal in T . If there exists an element z 2 P such that hzi µ G, then, by Lemma 3.4 (6), we have G D H C P .Q/ .K Ì Q/ with K a minimal normal subgroup in G and
Hence every element of Q 1 induces a power automorphism on K. Let b 2 QnQ 1 . Then we have Q D Q 1 hbi. Lemma 3.4 (1) implies that habi E Q but habi µ G for any a 2 Q 1 . If there is we get z 2 C T .Q u /, a contradiction. Thus we have T 6 N G .hszi/ 6 C G .z/ for any z 2 T 0 , and therefore T is a nilpotent group, a contradiction. So C T .Q/ is a Hall ¹p; qº 0 -subgroup of G.
If jT 0 j D p, then G is a group of type (VI). Now we assume that jT 0 j > p. If there exists an element z 2 T 0 such that hzi µ T , then there is a prime r 2 .T / with r ¤ p such that jG W N G .hzi/j is a power of r. Thus there is an element g 2 G such that Q g 6 N G .hzi/. Noting that T 0 Ä N G .hzi/ and T D T 0 C T .Q/, we see that N T .hzi/ is normal in T and therefore N G .hzi/ is normal in G. Thus N T .hzi/ D T 1 is maximal in T and there is an r-element d 2 T with the property that T D T 1 hd i. Since N G .hz h i/ D N G .hzi/ for any h 2 G, we see that every element of T 1 and every element of Q induce a power automorphism on T 0 . So G is a group of type (VII).
If there exists an element z 2 T 0 such that hzi E T , then
for any g 2 Q. Thus every element of T induces a power automorphism on T 0 . Furthermore, the maximality of N G .hzi/ implies that N Q .hzi/ is maximal in Q and therefore N G .hzi/ is normal in G. Thus
for any g 2 Q and so every element of Q 1 induces a power automorphism on T 0 . Let e be an element of Q with e 2 QnQ 1 . Then Q D Q 1 hei. So G is a group of type (VIII). Conversely, it is clear that G is a soluble non-nilpotent group if G is one of the types from (I) to (VIII). Let hni be any non-normal cyclic subgroup of G. If hni is a q-group or a q 0 -group and G is one of the types from (I) to (VIII), then it is easy to see that N G .hni/ is maximal in G. So we may assume that hni D hn q i hn q 0 i with hn q i 6 Q and hn q 0 i 6 T . It is clear that at least one of groups hn q i and hn q 0 i is not normal in G. If one of the groups hn q i and hn q 0 i is normal in G, then, without loss of generality, we may assume that hn q i µ G and hn q 0 i E G. Since hn q i is characteristic in hni, we see N G .hni/ 6 N G .hn q i/ and therefore N G .hni/ D N G .hn q i/ is maximal in G. Now assume that neither hn q i nor hn q 0 i is normal in G. Noting that N G .hni/ D N G .hn q i/ \ N G .hn q 0 i/ and hn q i 6 C G .n q 0 /, we see that N G .hn q i/ D N G .hn q 0 i/ is maximal in G if G is one of the types from (I) to (VIII). Thus N G .hni/ D N G .hn q i/ D N G .hn q 0 i/ is maximal in G. The proof is now complete.
We immediately have the following corollary from Theorem 3.5. 
